CAMP KETCHA
PROFESSIONAL
TEAM BUILDING
A non-profit charitable organization supporting children youth and families since 1964.
Our mission is: To utilize our land, facilities and programs to build caring confident youth and future leaders,
and to foster the community’s direct relationship with the natural environment.
Team building objectives are tailored specifically to your organizations needs. We offer programming for large
corporate family events for up to 500 employees and family members focused on a day filled with fun activities to small
group initiatives and outdoor adventure programs centered around individualized assessment in concert with
Collaboration Consulting.
Corporate Challenge programs at Camp Ketcha involve a wide spectrum
of designs from light and lively group games to break the ice for meetings,
to multi-day action oriented consultative workshops.
Our programs operate on the premise that teams become more cohesive
and effective as they overcome various obstacles together. Doing so in a
relaxed and safe setting provides the space and time for reflection and
assessment providing tangible insight that can be applied throughout subsequent tasks as a team.
Our facilitators strive to set an informal tone while introducing activities that require teams to work together against
pressures such as time, regulation, and communications limitations.
Groups that spend time discussing the activities gain insight through the introduction of certain models and tools for
looking at communication, roles, leadership, goals and planning.
We use examples from the activities to illustrate and reinforce messages that may already be a part of the teams’
common experience, and teams gain from testing and applying this in new and unique settings.
Let us know what you are looking for:



A fun bonding experience

A creative way to explore how your team meets challenges
and works together as a group



An assessment and consultation of gaps in teamwork and a series of initiatives
designed to directly impact and improve the desired workplace dynamics.



A larger teambuilding effort, working with Collaboration Consulting to assess
strengths, weaknesses and goals through a series of adventure activities.

For more information please contact us to learn more
Phone: 207-883-8977ext 104 I Fax: 207-885-0944 I teambuilding@campketcha.org

